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CARS Automates Stringent Standards Testing
of Complex, Multiplatform Application
Innovative new control system demands adherence to highest quality safety standards

The China Academy of Railway Sciences
(CARS), nurtures technological innovation
and core competitiveness in railway
transportation, integrating scientific
research, development, production and
consultation.
CARS initiative has driven
commercialisation and enterprise of
railway sciences and so examined new
ways to manage the development and
testing of a new communications signal
control system that had to meet the
stiffest of high-speed rail standards - the
EN 50128 SIL Level 4.

What was the challenge?
In addition to meeting regulatory
challenges, CARS was faced with a
complex system that used various
hardware platforms, including PowerPC,
ARM, and x86, as well as Linux and
multiple RTOS and development platforms.
CARS needed software verification tools
able to provide MISRA C and MISRA C++
programming standards checking, metrics
analysis, unit and integration testing and
MC/DC code coverage analysis on all of
the development platforms. In-house tools
no longer made sense.
“A signal control system involves a lot
of embedded software that must all be
developed and verified,” noted Mr. Dengke
Xu, Test Manager of CARS. “Our greatest
challenge was to find a solution which
could help us achieve all these objectives
while supporting the various embedded
microprocessors and operating systems.”

LDRA delivers comprehensive
solution
CARS decided the best way to manage the
multiple platforms and development

environments was through a third-party
certification provider. And, with nearly 40
years of working in the embedded space,
LDRA had already ported its tool suite to
all the microcontroller and microprocessor
platforms and supported all versions of
IDE and RTOS used in the project.
As well, CARS needed a broad portfolio of
verification services. The safety integrity
level for each smart instrument in the
signal control system determined the
extent of software testing. For EN 50128,
SIL Level 1, CARS had to run static analysis
to expose any significant coding errors. For
SIL Level 2, where additional stringency is
required, dynamic analysis ensures that
the code executes as specified.
“Most software testing tools can provide
static analysis, but dynamic analysis is not
as easy to achieve in embedded systems.
To make matters worse, we also needed
unit and integration testing,” pointed out
Xu. “The LDRA tool suite supported all the
embedded platforms very well, provided a
comprehensive list of verification services
and was easy to configure and use. LDRA
was the best option.”

Simulation Laboratory for PDL Traffic Control

LDRA command line offers
easy access to all tools on all
platforms
To comprehensively address the software
development lifecycle, the LDRA tool suite
automates a broad portfolio of integrated
test and verification competencies.

“Whether we were doing static analysis,
unit or regression testing, or confirming
MISRA C/C++ compliance, we could invoke
and run the LDRA tools directly from a
command-line interface,” continued Xu.
“Such openness, enabled us to work
easily with our various development
environments and RTOSs regardless what
hardware platform we were verifying at
the time. No other providers included this
feature as part of the baseline tool suite.”
The integration and broad support of
the LDRA tool suite increased testing
efficiency, delivering immediate cost
savings and improved quality.

LDRA now part of all CARS
software projects
The LDRA tool suite has continued to help
CARS extend its prowess in designing
quality high-speed rail technology,
securing four more EN 50128 certified
systems. The LDRA tool suite now plays
a baseline role in CARS development,
enforcing MISRA C and MISRA C++
compliance in all CARS software projects.

“The LDRA tool suite
increased testing
efficiency, delivering
immediate cost savings
and improved quality”
Contact LDRA and discover how you too can
harness the power of the LDRA tool suite
and develop better, more reliable software.
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LDRA Point Tool Automates Test
Generation and Unit Test Management
LDRAunit® is a stand-alone tool that provides a complete
integrated environment for automated unit test generation
and management, without requiring investment in a
complete tool chain. LDRAunit follows a typical unit test
methodology by taking the smallest piece of testable
software in an application, isolating it from the remainder of
the code, and determining whether it behaves as expected.

LDRA’s Unit Testing Features:
• Automated test driver / harness generation
with no manual scripting requirement
• High levels of test throughput via the intuitive
graphical and command line interface options
• Sophisticated automated analysis facilities
which reduce test effort, freeing up
developers and empowering testers
• Storage and maintenance of test data
and results for fully automated regression
analysis
• Automated detection and documentation of
source code changes
• Tool driven test vector generation
• Facilitates execution of tests in host, target
and simulator environments
• Automated generation of test case
documentation including pass/fail and
regression analysis reports.

Windows version
of an LDRAunit
flowgraph display
highlighting code
coverage achieved
during unit testing
phases alongside
test case details

Linux version of LDRAunit interface displaying test cases inputs/outputs,
test cases and calls

LDRAunit tests code units separately before integrating them
into modules to simplify identification of which part of the
code might be failing to deliver
expected results. This maximises
test throughput and repeatability
to significantly increase overall
test benefit. In turn, this frees
developers to focus on ensuring
that the functionality of software
under development has been
implemented correctly, including
appropriate error handling, and
helps software development
managers avoid delays caused
by postponing the discovery and
correction of defects until
system test.
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Making use of the comprehensive control/data flow
analysis, LDRAunit extracts details concerning the unit
interface, parameters, globals (input and output), return
values, variable types and usage, and procedure calls.
Traditionally this level of information could only have been
specified by a developer with an expert knowledge of the
unit under test. By automating this process LDRAunit frees
up highly qualified staff who may then be re-assigned to
other modelling, design and development tasks.

LDRA has revolutionised the traditional “unit testing” activity,
which is typically performed on the host and/or target
systems with its new automatic testing capability, eXtreme
Testing. This high degree of test automation saves both time
and resources, thereby enabling a quicker time to market.
The LDRA tool suite’s ability to work in a highly distributed
environment provides complete visibility into the overall
development processes which can be accomplished even if
development teams are distributed globally.

LDRAunit facilitates several test scenarios:
• Single procedures, functions, methods (Unit test)
• Files containing many functions, classes (Module test)
• Complete programs (Sub system & system test)

Additional Automatically Handle
Language Features:
• Abstract Class testing
• Automatic Creation of Compound Objects in test
• Access to Private and Protected Data
• Re-use of tests through Class Hierarchy
• Polymorphism
• Inheritance
• Templates
• Structure/Arrays/Unions
• Automated Resolution of Templated Types
• Classes
• Automatic Creation & Object “Re-Use”
(Through Attachment)
• Access Methods & Attributes through the entire
hierarchy
• Exceptions
• Pointers
• Generics (Ada).

Coverage metrics achieved during test regression
with code overlay and highlighting

Summary of Our Standalone Products
You don’t have to invest in a complete tool chain.
LDRAunit, LDRArules, and LDRAcover are part of a family of certification technologies emerging from LDRA’s
40 years of experience in helping customers achieve certification readiness. These tools support certification
objectives at all levels of design assurance:
• LDRAunit supports automated test generation and management with sophisticated analysis that helps
developers to eliminate manual scripting and minimise overall test effort. LDRAunit auto-generates test-case
documentation, including pass/ fail and regression analysis reports, and simplifies the viewing of statement
coverage, branch coverage, and MC/DC coverage results.
• LDRArules offers standards-based rule checking that confirms adherence to company and industry coding
standards. With the help of call graphs, flow graphs, and code review reports, the tool clearly demonstrates
code quality, fault detection, and security vulnerabilities.
• LDRAcover demonstrates application-testing completeness and provides test-planning documents that help
developers achieve the desired level of coverage, ranging from procedure and function calls to safety-critical
MC/DC coverage.
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Tool Integration News
Xilinx and LDRA Partner to Bring Structural
Coverage and Code Compliance to Zynq-7000 Family
LDRA tool suite proves Zynq SoC standards compliance-ready for aerospace,
defense, automotive, industrial, and medical markets. With the integration, the
firmware forming the foundation of the Xilinx Zynq-7000 processing centre,
including its boot loader code and device drivers, has been structurally analysed to
ensure that the Zynq-7000’s firmware is fully tested.
Read more: www.ldra.com/xilinx

LDRA Newsroom
LDRA releases the LDRA Compliance Management System (LCMS)
to Provide Companies with the Infrastructure to enable ISO 26262
Compliance
LCMS for ISO 26262 walks customers through the fully compliant plans, document
and transition checklists, standards and other lifecycle documents, and problem
reports to help them manage software planning, development, verification and
regulatory activities of ISO 26262.
Read more: www.ldra.com/lcms-automotive

Further expansion of the LDRA Distributor Network
LDRA certification technology will become more readily available to
India-based companies that develop embedded solutions for safety-,
mission, and security- critical applications.
Coressent will support LDRA in avionics, nuclear, industrial, medical
and automotive industries within the US, Japan, South Korea,
China, India, Taiwan and Israel. Read more: www.ldra.com/coressent
New distributor Prosoft will sell the LDRA tool suite and LDRA’s
Certification Services to Russia and the Commonwealth of Independent
States (CIS). Prosoft are a certificated distributor of equipment,
components and software for industrial automation, process control and
embedded systems.

Webinar

LDRA Webinars

LDRA have created a series of web seminars to help current and future customers
learn more about the LDRA tool suite and how it can assist in developing software
quality and security through test, analysis and requirements traceability.
These web seminars can be viewed at: www.ldra.com/webinars

Social Networking
Join us on our Twitter, Facebook and
LinkedIn profiles to get the latest updates
about LDRA news, product updates,
events and webinars.

@ldra_technology
LDRA Software Technology
LDRA Limited
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Visit our new website
www.ldra.com

feedback
LDRA have taken into account
all of your feedback over the last
2 years and we have rewritten,
redesigned and restructured our
website to create a clearer and
more user-friendly format.
With our new site you will find
all of the latest information for
Embedded Software Safety and
Security including:

White Papers
& Technical Notes
•
Compliant Products
•
Video Demonstrations

Let us know what you
think! Contact us on:
info@ldra.com
+44 (0)151 649 9300

Tel EMEA:
Tel USA:
Tel India:

+44 (0)151 649 9300
+1 (855) 855 5372
+91 80 4080 8707

Email: info@ldra.com
Web: www.ldra.com

Newsletter Contributions
Contributions from our readers are
welcome. If you have any comments
or stories that you feel are relevant to
the world of software testing
please contact us.

